ENHANCED MEMBERSHIP BENEFITS

CASE members around the world transform lives by advancing and supporting education. To help you do this, CASE continually strives to enhance your membership experience. CASE membership is reimagined to provide greater support for the vital work that you do.

ALL THE TOOLS YOU NEED AND MORE!

All staff at CASE member institutions can access a collection of benefits from July 2016:

**BENEFITS**

- e-Mentoring with colleagues around the world
- Online communities to search, find, and network on big ideas and questions
- Benchmarking, surveys, and research
- Free access to new, and archived webinars
- CURRENTS magazine (print and digital versions)*
- Member rates on conferences and publications
- Awards and recognition programmes
- Advocacy and public policy support
- Online sample collections, white papers, and reports
- Membership in CASE ASAP
- Online advancement research catalogue
- Good Question archive
- InfoCenter staff assistance
- Talent management resources
- Advancement Talk monthly podcasts
- Advancement Weekly e-newsletter

*Quantity of print CURRENTS will vary based on institution size and type.

MEMBERS ASKED AND CASE ANSWERED

All staff at your institution can access all CASE member benefits.

NEW BENEFITS INCLUDE

e-Mentoring, webinars, benchmarking, and research services

TELL ME MORE!

Why has CASE enhanced its membership benefits?

Simply put — members spoke, and we listened. The enhanced benefits are a direct response to member requests for new and expanded CASE quality resources. They come as a result of extensive discussions, inquiries, and research surveys conducted over many months involving both CASE staff and more than 2,400 members.

Who at my institution will have access to benefits and is there a limit on the number who can participate?

Any person working at a member institution can access all CASE benefits. There is no limit on the number of participants — everyone working to advance their institution at any professional level is able to access benefits and progress their ideas, programmes, and careers.

Is there anything I need to do to receive the new member benefits?

No, you will be able to access the benefits as you do now, by logging into the CASE website.

How much does CASE membership cost?

CASE is a charitable organisation that re-invests its income in service to our members — from enhancing and developing new innovative membership benefits and resources, to advocating for the advancement profession. The annual membership fees are increasing moderately, and in line with the added value of the new and enhanced benefits and services now available for all staff.

How do I learn more?

case.org/imagine
+44 (0)20 7448 9940
europe@case.org